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ABSTRACT

In September 2016 Timisoara was awarded the title of European
Capital of Culture (EcoC) 2021. This paper is a critically interpretative
narrative which examines preparations for ECoC 2021 award focus
ing on the importance of place making and participatory govern
ance as an interface between our institutions and public policies
meant to support touristic activities. With a mix of qualitative
methods such as participant observation, interviews, and critical
evaluation of public documents, this research assesses the actions
that need to be taken to support tourist infrastructure.
The conclusions drawn by the paper show that the touristic
networks, the actors and policies fail to meet the expectations of
the award so far. The failure is caused by the absence of dedicated
urban policies and practices and coherence between public and
private sphere of interests.

Introduction
The European Capital of Culture1 award was proposed by Melina Mercouri and Jack
Lang, the Greek and the French ministers of culture, in 1985 to enhance the visibility of
cultural diversity among different European cities2 and to contribute to the general idea
of a united Europe even before the 1993 formation of the European Union. ECoCs aim to
recreate the image of cities through their own values and culture making them desirable
for tourists. For Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries, ECoCs became oppor
tunities to prove their equality with older member States. Since 2009, the EU designated
at least two ECoCs—one from a member that joined before and a member that joined the
EU after 2004. The CEE cities that entered the competition had to face a double
challenge: that of overcoming the backlashes of the former socialist regimes and that of
new belonging to the European culture and society.3 The political turmoil in postcommunist countries affected the entire process of achieving ECoC goals with govern
ance playing a crucial role. Governance reveals where the power is, who is entitled to take
decisions, who are the players that have a voice including the state, markets, and
networks that promote a neoliberal agenda focused on economic growth and
communities.4 For example during preparations for the ECoC award Maribor5 was
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characterized by multiple changes of governments and Vilnius6 was confronted with
national and local scale political instability. In Tallinn7 the political consensus between
city and state in the early stages of the project was impossible and the politicized
governance and funding represented major barriers. Pecs8 encountered a lack of trans
parency in recruiting the managerial staff of the ECoC while the mayor of Wroclaw9
offered political support and financial resources conceiving, developing and implement
ing the ECoC at the same time with the major cultural infrastructure of the city. The
success story of Maribor relied on the support of citizens, stakeholders and media.10
With governance playing a major role, the process of place making poses different
aspects that in post-socialism bear the burden of socialist legacy and its conflicting
principles to the contemporary either capitalist, global or neoliberal ones. Place making
consists of tangible elements such as urban design, infrastructure but also intangible
elements such as peoplescapes and imaginations. Tourism place making is an organic
process that begins through individual agency ending up by involving both the host and
the guest in co-producing tourism places.11 The successful post-socialist ECoC stories
show the importance of completed infrastructure projects as in the case of Pecs12 where
also soft elements of infrastructure were implemented, of Sibiu13 where the city centre
was completely renovated. Other ECoCs considered different strategies of place making
such as Wrocław14 where culture was taken from centre of the city and diffused in new
and unusual locations, a strategy that drew 5 mil tourists in 2016 with 1.6 mil from other
countries. The importance of place-making with and for the local community was
specifically mentioned in the case of Košice a city with a declining industry, where the
outcome of the ECoC programme was to develop an economic base, to increase the
institutional capacity to make the city attractive for tourists but also to its residents thus
preventing the outmigration.15
Place making is a process that occurs both bottom-up (organic) and top-down—
planned by different stakeholders with the sense of place playing an important role.16 The
local people are part of the recursive process of place making and they attach meanings to
places.17 Such is the case of the citizens of Tallinn18 who created the Cultural Kilometre at
the seafront and the Cultural Cauldron not only revitalizing derelict places but also
attaching feelings and significance to their past. The whole transformation of Tallinn was
meant to put a fresh city on the map of Europe as ‘a safe, clean, hi-tech and environmen
tally friendly European city aiming for sustainable growth in the future’.19
The competitiveness of the cities who applied for the ECoC award has been challenged
by missing sufficiently original strategies to address the wide span of actions that needed to
be taken ranging from planning, promotion, developing and linking culture with tourism.
20
They are supported by public policies which are determining factors in the process of
raising the competitiveness in tourism showing measures meant to enhance the quality of
overall services and sites.21 Public policies in tourism are important issues for planning,
development and promotion of tourist destinations. Sound public policies can make
tourists real ambassadors of certain destinations but on the other hand they can do the
contrary in case of negative experiences. In the absence of proper public funding pro
grammes, policies cannot contribute to the enhancement of destination attractiveness due
to missing resources, equipment and products which are part of the local planning
policies. Policies should also refer to stakeholders who are part of the complex process
of place making as well as local communities. Local and regional organizations,
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municipalities and their managers, touristic companies as well as communities are the
main players in the process of place making and even destination branding22 and their
collaboration and consensus about tourism policies is crucial in the coordination of
policies and related actions. Conflicts between them are wasteful and counterproductive.23
In 2017 Timișoara won the competition for the ECoC 2021 award with a programme
that relied on its ‘urban firsts’—the most important being that it was the first city to have
street lighting in Europe. This influenced the logo choice of ‘Shine your light/Light up your
city’. Since the arguments were urbanistic in the same vein it is important to understand
the challenges of the Strategic Urban Planning policy for Timișoara, in line with the entire
ECoC process. First, Timișoara emerged as a medieval fortress back in 1212 in a marshy
area with braided rivers and high table waters that from the very beginning posed specific
urban, architectural and engineering problems. Second, the focal point of the city, the
Vauban fortress, was originally surrounded by three defensible walls and now is the most
transformed with the walls demolished and turned into ring-roads. Third, the Bega
channel flows E-SW south of the city centre, splitting it into two parts. Fourth, the railway
system crosses the city E-SW north of the city centre, splitting it also in two parts. Fifth all
these urban issues have been complicated by social processes such as either nationalization
during state socialism, restitution of property,24 gentrification,25 and dereliction during
post-socialism. Tourism can be a powerful tool for urban development, making it inter
twined with urban planning policies.26 The entire potential of a city for tourism within the
ECoC programme but also the management of tourists who rely on coherent infrastruc
ture, networks and strategic tourist management policies add an influence for change and
can contribute towards long-term urban vitality.27
The aim and purpose of this article are to identify the actions that need to be taken to
support the tourist infrastructure in order to cope with expectations of international
tourists and their increasing number in the face of 2021 ECoC award and financing.
A mix of qualitative methods were used. The first was participant observation as a tour
guide conducting over 280 guided tours in Timișoara over a time span of 13 years. The
second was attendance of over 15 meetings at the City Hall, at the County Council’s
Offices, CLUSTRUR headquarters, the Regional Business Centre with members of the
local public administration representatives: Vice-Mayor, City Manager, Head architect of
the city; head of the county’s council, members of cultural institutions: such as the
Intercultural Institute of Timișoara, Ariergarda, Eugene of Savoy Association, regional
tourism associations, managers of incoming tourism agencies, managers of private
transportation enterprises, managers of hotels, restaurants reunited in an industry
association-HORETIM, but also managers of hostels and local product shops, represen
tatives of schools that offer qualifications and apprenticeships in tourism services, NGOs
that have a primary or secondary scope tourism marketing, and the TM2021 Association
occasionally. The third was the critical analysis of policy documents produced by the city.

A critical analysis of strategies and public policies in Timișoara ECoC 2021 as
tools for tourism development
There is a recognized paucity of studies in public policies which are focused on tourism
development.28 In Romania, the notion of public policies is little employed by govern
ment officials, at all hierarchical tiers. At national level, the National Strategic Reference
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Framework 2007–2013 supports sustainable tourism development with focal points
being public spaces, patrimony objectives, transport policies, housing stock policies
(restitution of public buildings, projects for risk mitigation), developing green space
networks and sports facilities, rehabilitating and integrating former brown-fields in cities,
modernizing infrastructure networks and improving energy efficiency, proactive innova
tion and educational policies.
When interviewing local public officials regarding the local public policies in
Timișoara, some were ignorant of the notion of public policy, some just responded ‘we
do not have any such documents’.29
Documents that regulate and to some extent manage tourism in Timișoara are over
lapping directives of the National Strategic Reference Framework, of which we critically
consider the plan, the accomplishments so far and we formulate research-based geogra
phical solutions for the improvement of the tourism infrastructure. This analysis is based
on our expertise as geographers, tour guides and members of Operational Tourism
Committee (OTC) therefore focusing on the mobility plan and rehabilitation of the
historical centre in connection with the commitments made in the application for the
ECoC 2021 award.
The Sustainable Mobility plan for Timișoara Metropolitan area30 was written with the
support of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. For urban
transportation programmes to be financed, through the Operational Plan for Regional
Development (2014–2020), through the European Regional Development Fund, it is
necessary that such a plan is developed, following the integrated approach advocated by
the European Commission. It also follows one of the major objectives of the
Development Strategy of Timișoara Metropolitan Area, i.e., the development of a com
plex, integrated, flexible infrastructure, of an intelligent traffic management system, for
the growth of mobility and accessibility. The expectations are that 785,5 million EUR
would have been spent by the end of the programme. It addresses, to an extent, some of
the problems identified by the authors, and fails to address public policies regarding
tourism infrastructure which are considered in what follows.
The hard infrastructure is the backbone of every tourist system. Traffic is one of the
most problematic infrastructural aspects of Timișoara. The Bega channel can be crossed
on eight road bridges (four used by trams), four exclusively pedestrian bridges (some
have bicycle access) and one railroad bridge. The railroad represents another important
barrier to the N-S traffic. Initially placed mostly at the outskirts of the city, in 200 years
due to the urban sprawl it became integrated with the urban tissue especially in its central
parts. Its present trajectory parallels the Bega channel, with the exception that the
railroad circles the former fortress area in the North, while the river flows in the South.
There are only five passages under the railroad throughout the entire city. The other
intersection points with important connecting roads are managed through conventional
train line crossing devices—acoustic signals and physical barriers.
All these barriers create disruptions in the face of more than 195,878 private vehicles
registered in Timișoara,31 adding the cars owned by leasing companies that have their
headquarters in other cities where the cars are also registered, public transportation,
commercial transportation and commuters, and also tourists who use their own vehicles
or coaches. Since Timișoara does not have a circular belt–it has just a fraction–from
North to East all traffic going South (mostly towards Serbia) and West transits though the
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Figure 1. Timișoara and its most important barriers: Bega Channel and the railroad; the major roads:
radial and the unfinished ring roads.

inner city. Furthermore, due to the fact that the internal ring roads (Figure 1) are
unfinished, when transiting the city north-south, the only feasible solution is going
through the centre of the city-using a fraction of the 1st ring road, the only one that is
complete.
Distances in Timișoara should not be problematic since North-South or West-East the
city stretches on approximately 10 km. According to the mayor’s motto, Timișoara is
rapidly modernizing, the city is suffocated with dozens of simultaneous construction sites
at the same time, forcing railroad under passage-ways to close for several months, road
lanes to be closed and traffic deviated. The City Hall’s web page does not announce
changes in traffic. The Tourism Information Centre’s web page also fails to report these
changes All the traffic disruptions, double or even triple regular times of crossing the city.
Due to the many working sites on major roads and bridges, the public transportation is
heavily affected, with unacceptable delays, route changing, making it a rather unreliable
service especially for tourists going to the airport or to the train station. There is no
Timișoara visiting card, so that the tourists have an integrated service of tourism
attractions, facilities and transportation.
The public transportation and communication with the tourists are deficient. There
are no maps in bus stations, no explanations in English at vending points and working
hours of ticket offices end at 4pm. making it impossible after that to buy a ticket. A new
electronic wallet policy was initiated, working through national mobile phone networks
but this is not conducive for international tourists to use. Although the Society of Public
Transportation in Timișoara has information in English its website33 is still difficult to
decipher for most tourists.
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In connection to traffic and tourism information, it is immediately necessary to create
a coach tourism section on the Tourism Information Centre’s web page. Specific atten
tion must be given to the bus parking areas which should be placed considering distances,
time barriers, propriety arrangements and distances from the main intersections of the
radial and ring roads.
In addition to the pick-up and drop-off places, suggested tourist sightseeing
routes-out of residential areas and reaching as many attractions as possible should
be delineated. It is important that facilities like public toilets will be very closely
built to the pick-up and drop-off places. All these should be integrated into a GIS
database and analysed using network tools, a multiple criteria principle and generate
possible models in order to choose the one that best suits the tourists and the city
(Figure 2).
Furthermore, other public policy actions need to be undertaken to make traffic lighter
in the central area of the city making it more tourist-friendly and eliminating traffic
generated air pollution. The results of these logistic problems will be translated in: lighter
disturbance of local traffic, less amount of waiting times for tourists, less pollution within
the inner city, satisfied tourists, satisfied tourist personnel (guides, bus drivers) and one
point of destination management solved.
Another programme is the Rehabilitation of public spaces in the historic centre of
Timișoara. It was financed by the EU through the Regional Operational Programme
2007–2013. Four public squares were rehabilitated and 10 streets were transformed into a

Figure 2. Example of a tourist map with the most important existing and proposed amenities and
suggested tourist routes.
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pedestrian area. This endeavour, apart from protecting the architectural ensemble and
raising the quality of life of residents also promotes tourist visits for sightseeing, dining
and shopping.
In December 2015, the works of rehabilitation of the intra-muros area were finished.
This entails that all the streets within the former fortress area were closed for traffic,
making it the largest pedestrian area in Romania. The downside of this endeavour is that
it has not been coordinated with the building of parking places. In this area, there are
public administration offices, cultural and ecclesiastic institutions, education institutions,
all the judicial institutions of local and regional jurisdiction, hospitals, small event
centres, an enormous density of bars, restaurants and other small business, and the
residents. The tourist attractions–the urban ensemble, but also the public and private
museums are in the same area. Parking represents a necessity both for the residents and
for tourists.
The largest public parking facility that administrates most of the parking places in
Timișoara, TIM–Park has not created any parking spaces, it just administers the existing
parking lots created by the former communist administration, or charges money for
parking on the side of the road. These sites are not delineated or time-limited.
Furthermore, to legally park one can buy a season/year-round ticket from their admin
istration office or pay from a mobile phone. This last option is possible only if one owns a
Romanian phone number, leaving tourists to park illegally since there is no other
payment option at the moment. Some of the parking monitoring personnel are more
permissive and do not fine these drivers, but every so often, foreign drivers find a paper
on their windscreen, with a Romanian text saying that they have parked illegally and are
fined.
There are a few private parking lots located quite far. The closest underground parking
area is at 15ʹ walk from the city centre (it belongs to the Financial Administration Office)
and during working hours it is very crowded and it takes a lot of time entering and
leaving it. Also, Iulius Mall in its gigantesque project Openville has built a 950 places
parking facility, which is at about 20–25ʹ walk to the city centre and offers free parking for
coaches.
However, coach tourism needs more parking facilities and pick-up/drop off places in
the most attractive sites of the city. This concept itself was utterly inexistent until the
summer of 2017. Since then, there are three such places in Timișoara with a capacity of
two busses per site, but with no traffic signs indicating them or being promoted on the
Tourism Information Centre’s website.
Finally, there are other three important programs which refer to the improvement of
urban and cultural infrastructure of Timișoara.
The programme addressing the Rehabilitation of public infrastructure and the
banks of the Bega channel, considered and realized a coherent network of bike
lanes, walking routes and public transportation on the Bega channel. The last
objective could not be attained since in the national law of public transportation
water public transportation does not exist and amending a law in Romania in the
present political environment is tremendously difficult. In the summer of 2018,
there is still no functional public transportation on Bega channel. The situation is
similar to the electric buses the City Hall has bought for tourist rides: electric buses
cannot be legally approved in Romania.34
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Another programme refers to the Cultural Strategy of Timișoara (2014–2024). It is a
document of great scientific and practical value, considering the tourist dimension.
Unfortunately, the implementation of this well-designed document is yet close to null.
Considering Albrecht’s35 and Hall’s36 observations, there is a lack of implementation of
research and of planning and strategic documents in tourism. As Elliott37 stresses
‘management documents are not worth the paper they are written on unless the policies
and decisions are implemented’.
The final programme is the programme of financial support for the growth of the
architectural and visual quality of the buildings within the priority areas of intervention
in Timișoara.38 It refers to the rehabilitation of patrimonial buildings. It is also motivated
by one of the major objectives of the Development Strategy of Timișoara Metropolitan
Area 2015–2020 which is the procurement of a social, intercultural, cohesive and
dynamic environment, conducive to progress and inclusion. Some of the barriers are
the funding regulations, multiple types of ownership, property restitution issues (under
the 101/2000 law).

Tourism, participatory public policy and governance in Timișoara beyond ECoC
2021 award
For the sustainable tourism development (STD) approach to be workable, stakeholders
with divergent values, goals and perspectives from tourism, industry, and government
sectors, as well as from the broader community need to work together.39
To permanently engage with different tourism stakeholders and work towards a
shared consensus on tourism policies, the Consultative Committee for Tourism was
created40 following a March 2017 meeting of CLUSTUR, a regional tourism cluster
including city officials. Such collaboration can potentially deter adversarial conflicts
among stakeholders and the associated costs of resolution41.42 Further, politically legiti
macy is heightened when stakeholders have a greater influence on decision-making
which affects their lives.43 This collaboration improves coordination and promotes the
consideration of tourism’s economic, environmental, and social impacts for more effi
ciency and sustainability.44 Building on the store of knowledge, insights, and capabilities
of stakeholders in the tourism destination, improved stakeholder collaboration contri
butes towards value creation.45
With more than 300 CCT members, meetings were seldom efficient leading to the
formation of an Operational Tourism Committee (OTC/COT)46 including 5 strategic
tourism management dimensions: public administration, culture, transport, tour-opera
tors, HORECA tour-guides, with commission heads to ease communication.
Stakeholders voluntarily participate in both committees. With no representative of the
TM2021 Association in the OCT, the absence of communication between these entities is
self-explanatory. However, for the success of the ECoC Programme, they need to
collaborate.
Literature stresses that a bottom-up approach is necessary, for stakeholder capacity
building47 and empowerment.48 To facilitate this, leadership and assistance are required
from various levels of government.49 Therefore, the CCT required that a Department of
Tourism be formed with the City Hall of Timișoara from the very beginning. The two
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committees have a consultative rather than executive role. As their request was rejected,
tourism issues were left as part of the agenda of a mayor’s counsellor.
Timișoara’s international tourism management could have been organized through a
Destination Management Organization (DMO). However, it is presently done within the
Technical Department of the City Hall, though the Tourism Information Centre, with
only two employees, most of their job entailing front-office information for tourists and
back-office information management. There is only one such office in Timișoara, down
town. There are almost no totem-like tourist maps with you are here signs for orientation.
Accommodation facilities do not have the free-give-away tourist maps and receptionists
cannot offer proper indication. The millennials would rather use little analogue informa
tion, but there are still important categories of tourists that still need them. For the
millennials the Tourism Information Office would have other important jobs in geocach
ing, QR-coding the information at tourist attractions. In addition, signage regarding
important attraction and auxiliary services (toilets, parking, pick-up/drop-off sites, train
station, etc.) are absent. Furthermore, there is no dedicated site, or tab on the Tourism
Information Centre’s web page for groups/coach tourism with information such as busdriver’s guide: pick-up/drop-off places, long-term parking for busses, suggested tourist
routes, prohibited-access sites, height of under-passageways, etc.
The accomplishments of CCT and OCT include assignment of three pick-up and
drop-off places close to important tourist sites, designation of long-term bus parking and
initiation of public toilet management. Further, the STPT has increased the hours of
operation for the bus that connects the airport to the city centre and made it possible for
tourists to use their free of charge bikes included in the public transportation system.
To boost destination marketing and promotion management, the City Hall wants to
re-introduce a tourism tax that was rescinded in 2015. It is currently a ‘hot-topic’ in the
meetings of the OCT. This is a classic type of public policy50 and was not well received by
HORECA, due to the experience with the previous tourism tax.51 They consider it to be
yet another tax that they need to pay. However, the new tax proposal is for tourists to pay
a separate tax.
When clear benefits of collaborative action are demonstrated to all relevant
stakeholders,52 and mutual goals are shared,53 tourism planning and development can
become more sustainable. The qualitative outcomes that emerge through dialog, honesty,
tolerance, confidence and trust54 will support the accomplishment of joint actions. To do
this, stakeholders must understand how to collaborate by understanding each other’s
needs and interests. However, sometimes their voices are heard too late by the decisionmakers. An example of a communication shortcoming is the Jiul underpass below the
railway, which is an important part of the second internal traffic ring in Timișoara. It was
enlarged from 3 to 6 lanes to decrease traffic-congestion. However, the 3.40 m height of
the passage prevents the use of modern busses, whose height can reach 4.20 m, if we
include double-decker tour buses.
Because the recommendations based on research and over 40 years of practice in
tourism (of some of the members) were not considered in order to formulate public
policies at the end of June 2018, all the members of the OCT have declined their public
voluntary consultative function. When they recommended a negative vote to the muni
cipality, two tourist policies still passed, and were documented as ‘discussed with the
OCT’.55 They have written an open letter to the Mayor of Timisoara, which was
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published in two local,5657 and one national58 paper, clearly explaining their action. Two
of their main points, as well as the authors’, is that a Destination Management
Organization is necessary and that well-trained individuals are needed to run a tourism
department for Timișoara local administration.
Final remarks and proposals
Although Timișoara has surpassed the no-action scenario, the pace of action is too slow
and lacks strategic management. The administration as much as the stakeholders need to
fully understand that the ECoC title is a gift the city has received, but it needs to meet the
expectations of tourists. Should this not be the case, the ECoC instead of becoming an
important tool of promoting local culture, values and identity will only promote bad
management and will be quickly forgotten. For the residents ECoC should translate
diffusely with the rise of their living standards. Unless the infrastructural issues are
addressed, with tourist coaches transiting residential areas, tourist phobia might occur
and this is the worst case scenario.
Place making through participatory public policy was one of the best courses of action
for Timisoara’s tourist development. The resignation of the COT should be very seriously
considered and the relationship between the public administration and the other stake
holders should be repaired and become functional and transparent.
Because Timișoara was not by excellence a tourist destination this article shows how
the city is in a full process of building its tourist culture through place making, urban
policies and practices, as well as strategies in the face of the ECoC award.
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